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Abstract
Pulsed-laser-based methods have been applied for post-implant annealing of p-type Al-doped 4H–SiC wafers in order to restore the crystal

structure and to electrically activate the doping species. The annealing was performed with the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser at 4 ns

pulse duration. The epilayers were characterized by micro-Raman spectroscopy under surface and cross-sectional backscattering. Changes in the

phonon mode-intensity were related to the laser annealing induced recrystallization of the implanted material. The results were compared with

changes in the infrared reflectivity across the Reststrahlen band. Transmission electron microscopy analysis showed the formation of columnar

polycrystalline structure after the laser annealing process.

# 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a wide-band gap semiconductor with

growing interest for the fabrication of electronic and

optoelectronic devices. It has remarkable physical properties

such as high electron mobility, high thermal conductivity and

high breakdown field. Due to its special properties, SiC is

suitable for high frequency, high temperature and high power

devices [1]. Ion implantation has a crucial role in modern

device fabrication since it offers controllability and reprodu-

cibility in planar doping semiconductors. The ion implantation

of SiC causes crystal damage which in high doses leads to the

formation of an amorphous surface layer [2,3]. In order to

recover the crystal damage and activate the dopants, a high

temperature annealing step over 1500 8C is required. The

conventional method of furnace annealing at such a high

temperature presents several disadvantages such as the

redistribution of implanted dopants and surface roughness.
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The use of pulsed laser allows the accumulation of energy in

very short time into the near surface region while it maintains a

low substrate temperature. Therefore, the laser annealing may

be an alternative method for crystal damage recovering and

electrically activating the dopants into SiC. Chou et al. [4] first

demonstrated the removal of Ga implantation damage in 6H–

SiC using a XeCl excimer laser and they found that molten SiC

regrows epitaxially on the underlying substrate. They also

reported significant redistribution of the implanted Ga. Ahmed

et al. [5] have also used a XeCl excimer laser to electrically

activate dopants into 6H–SiC. They measured complete

activation of both n- and p-type dopants at a depth of

75 nm. Most of the groups used UV laser irradiation for their

laser annealing experiments [4–8]. However, Camassel et al. [9]

have recently reported the possibility of reducing the crystal

damage using visible light laser irradiation at 532 nm. Raman

and FTIR analysis showed that partial crystal recovery was

achieved and they suggested the combination of conventional

thermal with laser annealing processes. The ion implantation

increases dramatically the absorption coefficients of the

implanted layers in the range between 200 and 800 nm in

comparison to the pure crystalline SiC [10]. An efficient
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method to irradiate the sample at a high energy density and to

avoid surface damage has first been reported by Tanaka et al. [8]

as ‘‘multiple energy irradiation method’’. It is based on a

subsequent irradiation with steps of increased energy density.

The lowest energy fluence anneals the upper ion implanted

layers and as the energy fluence is increased, deeper layers may

be annealed without ablation and damage.

In our previous work [11] we have presented some

preliminary studies of 355 nm and 532 nm laser annealing of

Al-doped 4H–SiC, where we had the first indication that the use

of 355 nm was more efficient for the crystal recovery of the Al-

doped 4H–SiC surface. The use of the 355 nm gives a higher

optical absorption because the energy of the photons is close to

band gap of the 4H–SiC which is 3.23 eV.

The aim of this work is to investigate the effect of the laser

irradiation on the structural and optical properties of an Al

implanted 4H–SiC sample, in relation to the laser annealing

parameters using the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG

laser. Surface and cross-sectional Raman spectroscopy were

used to investigate the crystal quality of the as-implanted and

the laser annealed SiC. This method has widely used for SiC

characterization since it is non-destructive, requires no special

sample preparation and presents high sensitivity on structural

changes [12–14]. The samples were also analyzed by TEM and

reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),

which is a powerful tool for investigating the ion implantation

induced SiC crystal damage [15,16] and its repair by laser

irradiation [17].

2. Experimental

Experimental investigations were made on a commercially

available 4H–SiC sample purchased by Cree Research Inc. The

epitaxial structure consist of two layers and it was grown on

n+-type (resistivity: 0.018 V cm), 2 inch in diameter, 4H–SiC

substrate 88 off with a thickness of 417 mm. On top, a ‘‘field-

stop’’ layer of 0.5 mm thick with n-type doping of 1 � 1018 cm�3

was deposited. The second epilayer has a thickness of 10 mm and

n-type doping of 6.8 � 1015 cm�3. In order to achieve a flat p-

type dopant profile, multiple energy Al ion implantation was

performed. More precisely, the implant energies were 25, 60,

115, 195 and 300 keV while the Al doses were 0.24 � 1014,

0.50 � 1014, 0.73 � 1014, 1.0 � 1014 and 2.1 � 1014 cm�2,

respectively. A mean concentration of 1019 Al/cm�3 over

approximately 0.5 mm was targeted with a total dose of

4.57 � 1014 cm�2.

The irradiation of the sample was carried out using the third

harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser. Several optical

components were used to control the laser fluence and to

ensure a uniform distribution of the laser beam on the sample.

The energy density varied between 0.15 and 0.75 J/cm2, while

the number of pulses ranged from 100 to 1000. Furthermore, we

have applied the ‘multiple irradiation method’ by increasing

gradually the laser fluence on the same spot. More specifically,

we have performed consequent irradiations, under the energy-

densities of 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 J/cm2, with the same number of

pulses for each density. The whole procedure has been repeated
for two different total number of pulses (3 � 33 = 99 and

3 � 100 = 300 pulses).

The irradiated areas were morphologically examined by

optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Room temperature infrared reflectance measurements were

carried out at near normal incidence (138) using a Bruker IFS

66v/S Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). Each

sample received 32 scans at a resolution of 1 cm�1 between 400

and 7800 cm�1. An aluminum mirror was used as the reference

reflector and the change in reflectivity was measured to be

<0.5% across the complete spectral range after 1 h operation.

Surface and cross-sectional micro-Raman spectroscopy was

performed using a triple Jobin–Yvon spectrometer operating in

the substractive mode and equipped with a CCD detector.

Spectra were recorded after focusing the 488 nm line of an Ar+

laser on a 1 mm spot of the sample, under 1–2 mW power.

Cross-sectional TEM studies were carried out with a Philips

CM 20 transmission electron microscope operating at 200 keV

equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer and an

electron energy loss spectrometer.

3. Results and discussion

The surface analysis by SEM, of the irradiated areas showed

that the surface roughness was not changed when the laser

density was below 0.35 J/cm2. In reverse, the surface roughness

was increased by irradiation at energy densities above 0.35 J/

cm2, indicating that the material had melted. At 0.75 J/cm2, we

observed that the surface was ablated.

In Fig. 1, different IR reflectance spectra collected for the as-

implanted, the as-grown and the laser annealed samples using

355 nm laser pulses are depicted. Ion implantation has caused

the decrease of the reflectivity of the Reststrahlen band (770–

970 cm�1) in comparison to the spectrum collected from the

non-implanted sample. By irradiating at 0.15 J/cm2, a small

increase of the Reststrahlen-band intensity was observed. The

annealed sample with the ‘multiple irradiation method’ (0.15–

0.25–0.35 J/cm2, 33 or 100 pulses) has the maximum

reflectivity, indicating that irradiation with the ‘multiple

irradiation method’ was the most effective to anneal the

crystal damage. It is mentioned that the interference pattern,

appeared in the spectral region above 1000 cm�1, is related to

the existence of different layers in our sample. The peak which

appears at about 1050 cm�1 is an artificial spike present in all

spectra.

As-implanted and laser-annealed, 4H-polytype SiC samples,

have been studied by means of micro-Raman characterization

techniques. The measured spectra are mainly analyzed in terms

of the transverse optical (TO) E2T (776 cm�1), A1T (783 cm�1),

and E1T (798 cm�1) Raman bands, which are shown in the

literature [18] to be not affected by carrier effects, (in contrary

the axial-A1L (964.5 cm�1) and the planar-E1L (966.8 cm�1)

modes are broadened and shifted to the higher frequency side,

in the case of the n-type samples [12,18]). The two separate

subgroups of the Raman bands, TO modes E2T, A1T and E1T on

the one hand, and A1L and E1L, on the other, could be used, in a

complementary way, to characterize the lattice and the carrier



Fig. 2. Cross-sectional micro-Raman backscattering spectra from different

regions of the as-implanted sample as well as the top layer of various irradiated

samples.

Fig. 1. Infrared reflectivity spectra of non-implanted, as-implanted and laser

annealed 4H–SiC samples at 355 nm.
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properties, respectively, of the near-surface thin layer, provided

that they could be simultaneously monitored in a spectroscopic

measurement. The ‘‘face’’ and ‘‘side’’ backscattering measure-

ments, accessible through micro-Raman techniques, are

offering such a possibility, as it will be shown below.

Cross-sectional micro-Raman measurements have been

performed. A logarithmic vertical scale is used in order to

present both high and low intensity details. The results of these

side-measurements are summarized in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) presents

a micro-Raman spectrum measured from the heavily doped (n+)

4H–SiC substrate, with characteristic peaks at 610 cm�1

(folded longitudinal acoustic mode—FLA of 4H–SiC [18]),

783.9, 798.8 and 839.8 cm�1(folded longitudinal optical

mode—FLO of 4H–SiC [18]). The broad asymmetric band,

peaked at 984 cm�1, is the coupled mode (CPLP: coupled

plasmon-longitudinal-phonon) between the collective plasma

excitation (plasmon), due to the high concentration of the

n-type free carriers, and the LO-phonon (E1L, 967 cm�1, as it

can be confirmed by the next spectra c–e). In Fig. 2(b), moving

to a less doped area, we have a decrease of the CPLP mode

contribution together with a shift toward the lower frequencies.

The next three spectra (c–e) come from the top Al-implanted p-

type layer. Since the excitation spot has a diameter of (�1 mm),

which is greater than the thickness of the top implanted layer

(�0.5 mm), the measurement has been taken with half of the

excitation spot out of the sample, in order to minimize the

unwanted contribution from the n-type region. As it is evident

from Fig. 2(c)–(e), the high frequency contribution is

diminished, while a weaker activity appears in the low-

frequency side of the 967 cm�1 peak. This feature is probably

due to the p-type carriers of the Al-implanted layer and their

interaction with the longitudinal mode. This activity shows a

slightly different shape, between (c) and (d and e), close to the

base of the sharp peak (969 cm�1), which might be an

indication of the annealing-influence on the top-layer Al-

implants. In addition, the broad feature centered around

540 cm�1, appears in the spectra of the top layer while it is
missing from the deeper region. This feature, therefore, seems

not to be related to the electronic Raman scattering from

nitrogen defect levels, under IR excitation, as it is reported in

the literature [19] and is probably related to Al.

However, we could not confirm the electrical activation by

electrical measurements due to difficulties in achieving ohmic

contacts.

The side-view measurement has been combined with a front-

view micro-Raman backscattering of the as-implanted and the

laser-annealed areas, under different annealing schemes. The

results of this investigation are summarized in Fig. 3. With the

exception of the irradiation with 100 pulses, at 0.75 J/cm2, the

spectra from the as-implanted and all the other laser-annealed

regions, exhibit the same qualitative characteristics, which have

been already analyzed in the previous paragraph, by means of

the cross-section measurements. The spectrum from the region

annealed with 100 pulses, at 0.75 J/cm2, presents a diminishing

scattering from the SiC crystalline phase as well as a broad band

of the amorphous Si (a-Si) centered at around 480 cm�1, and a

sharp peak of the crystalline Si (c-Si) at 520 cm�1. Apparently

dissociation of SiC combined with the formation of amorphous

and crystalline Si is caused by the high laser fluence.

From the regions annealed under lower energy-densities, in

spite of the qualitative similarities of the spectra, we can

monitor a quantitative systematic change, regarding the



Fig. 3. Characteristic front-view backscattering micro-Raman spectra of as-

implanted and laser-annealed samples. Spectra are shifted for clarity.

Fig. 4. The integrated intensity of the transverse optical E2T (776 cm�1) mode,

as a function of the total energy dose of the annealing laser beam at 355 nm, for

(a) a sequence of samples irradiated with 100 pulses and energy density per

pulse, 0.15, 0.35 and 0.55 J/cm2 (solid squares) and (b) a sequence of samples

treated by the ‘multiple irradiation method’ at 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 J/cm2 with

either 33 or 100 pulses at each energy (open circles).
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absolute scattering intensity, which is attributed to the

recrystallization of the Al implanted layer [14]. A display of

the above observations is presented in Fig. 4, where the

integrated intensity of the (TO) E2T (776 cm�1) mode of the
Fig. 5. (a) Bright field and (b) dark field cross-sectional TEM images of the la
crystalline SiC, is shown as a function of the total energy dose

of the annealing laser beam. Two sequences of conditions are

presented, samples annealed at various energy densities and

100 pulses (solid squares) and samples treated by the ‘multiple

irradiation method’ at 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 J/cm2 with either 33

or 100 pulses at each energy (open circles).

As it is evident from Fig. 4, taking the integrated intensity as

a measure of the crystal-quality, by increasing the energy-

density we have a better recovery of the crystallinity, which was

reduced by the implantation procedure. As it is shown, the

‘multiple irradiation method’, seems to be more efficient, for

the intermediate total energy doses. The integrated Raman

intensity saturates with both methods (similar degree of

recrystallization), although the multiple irradiation one requires

a higher total dose. Nevertheless, as it can be visually observed

through specular reflection from the sample, and confirmed by

electron microscopy (SEM), a lower roughness of the annealed

surface can be achieved, in the case of multiple irradiation. This

indicates a much more effective interaction of the annealing-

beam with the SiC surface, in the multiple irradiation case,

which needs further investigation and analysis.

TEM analysis has shown the formation of columnar

polycrystalline structure after the laser annealing process.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows cross-sectional bright and dark field

TEM images from a laser annealed sample under the ‘multiple

irradiation conditions’, (0.15–0.25–0.35 J/cm2, 3 � 33 pulses).

Two zones are depicted, the zone I which is the recrystallized

columnar structure and starts from the surface to a depth

between 240 and 280 nm. The zone II is the remaining damaged

implanted layer which has thickness between 100 and 140 nm.

Similar results are reported by Hedler et al. [6] who found a

recrystallised layer of 200 nm and a remaining amorphous layer

of 150 nm after the KrF laser annealing process. In-Tae Bae

et al. [20] have observed a complete epitaxial recrystallization

of the cubic phase of SiC followed by thermal annealing at

940 8C. Moreover, the TEM results confirm the conclusions of

Raman and FTIR analysis concerning the improved recrys-

tallization through the ‘multiple irradiation method’.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have performed preliminary studies of

laser annealling of Al-doped 4H–SiC using 355 nm. The as-

implanted and the laser-annealed 4H–SiC samples were
ser annealed 4H–SiC/Al implanted under the multiple irradiation method.
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examined by infra-red reflectivity measurements and micro-

Raman spectroscopy under surface and cross-sectional back-

scattering. The changes in the phonon mode intensity were

related to the laser annealing induced recrystallization of the

implanted 4H–SiC material. The Raman and the FTIR analysis

showed that the ‘multiple irradiation method’ was more

efficient for the crystal recovery of the Al-doped 4H–SiC

surface. TEM analysis has revealed the recrystallized columnar

structure after the laser annealing.
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